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1. Introduction 
 
 

1.1. Objective of this deliverable 
 
The objective of this intermediate deliverable is to report on the work done so far in lenvis in Work 
Package 8 to develop and validate the Dutch case study of the Noord-Brabant province. 
Application products have been prepared and user validation has been carried out to receive 
feedback and evaluations in order to inter-actively develop and validate the lenvis products. This 
intermediate report also includes the reporting of the user validation activities in the summer testing 
periods of 2011. The report will be updated by the end of 2011. 
 
 

1.2. Objective of user validation 
 
The objectives of user validation are: 
• To evaluate the current products on user functionality, robustness, user-friendliness, and user 

usefulness and attractiveness; 
• To receive feedback to guide inter-active development during the lenvis project; 
• To raise interest and actively involve, build a relationship with, potential users of the lenvis 

products in dissemination and exploitation after the closure of the lenvis project.   
 
 

1.3. Outline of the report  
 
In Chapter 2 the development of the case study throughout the project is being summarised. It 
includes the problem description, the contributions lenvis aims to provide, the users identified and 
their requirements as developed in WP1, the technical developments and technical validation in 
WPs 4 to 7, and the chosen strategy for user validation as described in D8.2. In Chapter 3 the 
application products developed for the case studies in the Netherlands are being described. In 
Chapter 4 the user validation activities performed up to date is described. The inter-active 
development with users and the user feedback and evaluations received are presented in Chapter 5. 
 
 
 

2. Case study description 
 
 

2.1. Problem description 
 
The case study in the Netherlands concerns the Noord-Brabant province. Three domains are 
addressed in this case study: air quality, water quality and water quantity. The problems arising in 
these three domains are described and summarised in this section. A detailed description about the 
case study area and the problems associated with it has been reported in a previous deliverable: 
D8.1. 
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In the Province of Noord-Brabant there are sometimes episodes of locally bad air quality (smog). 
This drives governmental authorities (e.g. the province and the municipalities) to develop measures 
(e.g. traffic regulation) that reduce emissions and to monitor the effects of these measures, and to 
communicate with the public in real-time about the air quality, to warn for potential health effects, 
and to learn from the public additional information about episodes of bad air quality and their 
impact on the inhabitants. Inhabitants, especially those practising outdoor sports or having 
respiratory diseases, are sometimes hampered by SMOG events directly (troubled breathing or just 
unpleasant dirty and unhealthy feeling), and on the long run face impact on their health from poor 
air quality. 
 
With respect to water quantity the Province of Noord Brabant sometimes sees events of excess of 
water (risk of flooding) and periods of shortage of water in summer. Excess of water requires early 
warning to responsible authorities, water boards, municipalities, and the province, and to the public 
as a warning. Water shortage in the Province of Noord-Brabant generally is not felt by the public 
but is more a concern for authorities, water boards, province and the ministry, which in turn are 
responsible for water allocation amongst professional users for example farmers and industries.  
 
With water quality the particular problem in the Province of Noord Brabant that is addressed in the 
lenvis project is the occurrence of episodes of bad water quality in outdoor recreational freshwater 
bathing waters (e.g. lakes). The province cooperates with water boards to manage these events. 
Water boards are responsible for the monitoring of bathing water quality. The province is 
responsible for taking appropriate measures when health risk levels are exceeded, such as placing 
warning signs or temporarily closing of the particular location. For the authorities involved the 
problem is two-fold. First the monitoring of water quality is largely based on sampling and 
therefore not continuous. On top of this the analysis of the samples, the communication of results 
from laboratory to water board, and from water board to province causes additional delays. This 
makes it a problem to have up-to-date information about the water quality in all the recreational 
bathing waters. Secondly the authorities have to implement the implications of the EU Bathing 
Water Directive in terms of informing the public about the water quality of the bathing waters. For 
the public the problem is that they are sometimes not informed or wrongly informed about bathing 
water quality, which may leave the visitors with health complaints after swimming. 
 
        

2.2. Lenvis foreseen contributions and products 
 
For province and municipalities lenvis can provide easy access and overview of real-time air 
quality monitoring and customised air quality predictions local to the area of interest, through 
internet and mobile phone. For inhabitants lenvis can provide customised SMOG alerts local to the 
area of interest and a platform to provide feedback to the authorities on the information received 
and health impacts felt. The lenvis portal would allow customising the overview of data, forecasts, 
alerts, and feedback, both for professional and public use. 
 
For province, water boards, municipalities and the public, lenvis can provide an easy and 
customisable overview of the real-time and forecasted water excess or shortage for the local area of 
interest. The problem of up-to-date bathing water quality information can benefit from lenvis 
through more automatic and easy and fast communication of the sample results and interpretation 
of the samples between the laboratories, water boards, and province. On top of this a special 
contribution of lenvis can be the provision of easy feedback from public bathers to the authorities 
involved. In this way, if bathers see polluted water, or feel sick after a swim, they can more easily 
inform the authorities. This provides additional up-to-date information about the bathing water 
quality and health risks in between the samples taken. 
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In addition to the domain-specific advantages (water / air / health), the lenvis portal can provide 
easy finding and access to environmental and health information across domains, and allows for 
comparing this information for different locations in Europe. The lenvis portal allows customising 
the overview, access, and information shown, and allows further analysis of cross-domain or cross-
location information. A simple example can be that a person who practices both running and 
swimming outdoors, in lenvis portal can find all the information he needs, instead of having to 
search the internet for different websites informing him about weather prediction, smog alerts, or 
closed bathing water locations depending on what he plans to do a particular day.      
 
 

2.3. Users and User requirements 
 
From the beginning of the lenvis projects potential users were defined and contacted (D1.2). For 
the Netherlands this has resulted in the following users that take actively part in the User Platform 
for continuous inter-active development of application products and for validation in the case 
studies (Table 1): 
 

Table 1. Overview of dedicated user platform. 

 Air quality - 
health 

Water  - health 

Professional users   
Province of Noord Brabant ( 1 
representative) 

 X 

Province of Noord Brabant ( 2 
representatives) 

 X 

Province of Noord Brabant (1 
representative) 

X  

Municipality of Eindhoven ( 2 
representatives) 

X  

Water boards (6)  X 
National directorate of water resources (1)  X 
Municipality of Bergen op Zoom (1)  X 
National Institute for Health and 
Environment (RIVM) 

X  

   
Public users   
Running association X  
Swimming association  X 
Traffic and outdoor recreation association  X  
 
The most important user requirements that were identified in the Netherlands can be summarised as 
follows: 
 

Professional 
• Provision of up-to-date localised environmental data; 
• Meteorological and air quality models for forecasts and simulation; 
• Water quality and quantity models for forecasts, alert and simulation; 
• Health exposure and risk assessment models; 
• Public administrations, like the Province of Noord-Brabant, have a stronger need for increased 

communication with and involvement of their citizens. Therefore, feedback services are 
important in the Dutch case studies. 
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Public 
• Information should be easy to find, without the need for downloading. This points to the need 

for customisable websites. 
• Focus on advice or orders on what to do, in for example condensed and clear alerts. 
 
A detailed overview of the user requirements found and the methods used to acquire these have 
been reported in D1.2 
 
  

2.4. Technical validation 
 
On the basis of the problems defined, the requirements expressed by the users, and feedback of the 
user platform during the lenvis project, a number of application products have been developed. 
These include real-time or up-to-date data streams, domain and case study location numerical 
models for making predictions, lenvis portal gadgets, web-applications and mobile phone 
applications. Where appropriate these applications make use of lenvis technologies, such as time 
series data web-services, grid data web-services, localisation services such as GPS, and portal 
registration and user profiling services. In Chapter 3 details of the application products developed 
for the Dutch case studies can be found. Applications have been subject to technical validation by 
the lenvis project team, on the basis of user profiles and use cases. This work is part of WP7 and is 
reported in D7.3. The user profiles and use cases have been defined in cooperation with WP8 case 
studies.  
 
For the case studies in the Netherlands the following example use case is relevant because it is 
testing the user feedback applications both in the portal and in the mobile phone (Fig. 1):  
 

 
Fig. 1. Use case of user feedback in the lenvis portal and mobile phone applications. (D7.3) 

 
In the lenvis web portal, users can assess the quality of the information displayed on lenvis services 
and also to report evidences to support the feedback given. The user must have an account in the 
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lenvis network and should be able to login in the lenvis portal. It is tested whether the portal or the 
mobile phone accept the feedback provided. These kind of technical tests are performed in WP7. 
 
 

2.5. User validation 
 
In parallel of the developments, following the user requirements (D1.2) and the detailed description 
of the case studies (D8.1), the evaluation strategy and testing methods for user validation were 
defined in WP8 evaluation plan (D8.2). 
 
The evaluation strategy in the case study of the Netherlands can be summarised as a two-stage 
approach. The first stage is the continuous user involvement and feedback combined in inter-active 
development of the case-study application products. In this stage in the Netherlands mainly 
professional users have been involved from provinces, water boards, national health, environment 
and water organisations, and consultancy bureaus. According to the evaluation plan this phase was 
concentrated in the summer months (June – August) of 2010, especially for the bathing water 
applications. The air quality user evaluation also started in summer of 2010, and takes a more 
continuing approach into winter 2010/2011, whereas it is not restricted to summer (such us the 
bathing in open-water in the Netherlands). 
 
The second phase focuses more on public user evaluation, concentrated in clearly defined testing 
periods in the summer of 2011, both for air quality and water applications. In these testing periods 
on the one hand the dedicated users from the user platform have been engaged, and on the other 
hand, for selected application products, also existing larger web-based user platforms have been 
requested for their evaluation, through web-questionnaires. The basic structure of evaluation forms, 
also to keep coherence amongst the different case study countries, was already outlined in the 
evaluation plan D8.2, and has now been worked out in a generic evaluation form (Attachment A). 
The detailed testing activities in the Netherlands are described in Chapter 4 and the resulting user 
validation outcomesare reported in Chapter 5.  
 
 
  

3. Case study application products 
 
 

3.1. Introduction 
 
The main developments for the three domains for the Dutch case study are: 
• Air quality domain prediction service and model on demand service;  
• Bathing water quality domain inland bathing water website and portal web-parts for public and 

professional users;  
• Mobile phone android applications for inland bathing water quality general information and 

data and text feedback. 
 
The specific application products that have been developed for the case studies in the Province of 
Noord-Brabant are listed below (Table 2). 
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Table 2. Overview of lenvis application products for case studies in the Netherlands 

Application product Presentation platform Target users 
   
Air quality products   
Monitoring data stream Website Professional and public 
Emissions model Portal and mobile phone Professional and public 
Meteorological predictions Portal and mobile phone Professional and Public 
Air quality predictions Portal and mobile phone Professional and public 
   
Water quantity products   
Meteorological information 
stream 

Portal Professional and public 

Water-balance predictions Portal Professional 
Groundwater predictions Portal Professional 
   
Water quality products   
Monitoring data stream Website Professional (dedicated public) 
Bathing water health warnings Portal and website Public 
Bathing water meta-
information 

Portal and website Public 

Feedback application Portal and mobile phone Professional and public 
Layer application Mobile phone Public and professional 
 
These applications are described in more detailed in the sections below. 
 
 

3.2. Data streaming 
 

Air quality 
 
Archived emission data of the Netherlands has been acquired for the years 2000-2009 from the 
public emission registry website (www.emissieregistratie.nl). The data has been processed to build 
the 3 x 3 km grid emission inventory for the AT air quality numerical prediction model. Over 
regional and European scale the EMEP emissions inventory has been processed to build a 27 x 27 
and 9 x 9 gridded emissions inventory. 
 
Real-time data streaming has been set-up from the Netherlands Environmental and Health Institute 
(RIVM). RIVM provides in real-time the measurement results of the monitoring stations in the 
Noord-Brabant pilot city of Eindhoven to the lenvis project (exchange through web-application). 
The data is on an hourly time-resolution.  
  

Water quantity 
 
For water quantity real-time and recent archived (6-months) meteorological data streams of 
Precipitation and Evaporation have been set-up. These include monitoring stations of the 
Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI, Fig. 3), precipitation radar of the KNMI, and 
numerical model ensemble forecasts (EPS) of the European Centre for Medium-range Weather 
Forecasts (ECMWF) with up to 15 days forecast horizon (Fig. 2). Localisation is implemented 
through the map, where the users can select the station nearby their location.  
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The data is streamed and has been made available on the lenvis portal gadget with the lenvis data-
series web-service. Users can select station names, variables of their interest, time period, and plot 
graphs. The data is being used by the Water-balance portal gadget. The data is also being archived 
by the SOBI REPOS to allow professional users to analyse it later.    
 

 
Fig. 2. Numerical weather prediction model results for precipitation for stations in the Netherlands 

 

 
Fig. 3. Temperature graph from the KNMI Lelystad automatic station. The slider makes it possible to 
select the time frame for the graph and the icons above give access to the wind direction, wind speed 
and precipitation variables.  
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Water quality 
 
For bathing water quality real-time data streaming of the most recent samples taken is provided 
through the water-boards. The water-boards automatically publish reports on a dedicated ftp-server. 
These reports contain the relevant variables as selected by the professional users of the Province 
Noord-Brabant and the water boards. Currently these variables are: 
 
• Chlorophyll-a (as indirect indicator of possible presence of Blue Algae) 
• Intestinal Entero-bacteria  
• Escherichia Coli 
• Oxygen 
• Visibility (clearness) 
• Temperature 
 
The report is published directly after new information is available and validated. The lenvis data 
streaming application updates in regular intervals with the most recent report available on the ftp-
server. 
 
The data can be accessed per bathing water recreational location. Localisation is done by the user 
through Google maps (Fig. 4). The data is presented both in a graph containing all the samples of 
the current bathing season, and the latest measurement values are provided in numbers (Fig. 4).  
 

 
Fig. 4. Localisation and display of up-to-date bathing water quality data. 
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3.3. Modelling applications 
 

Air quality 
 
The Air quality system fully described in the LENVIS Deliverable 5.2 consists of three different 
sub-systems: 
 
1. MM: Meteorological Model. This is a system giving the description of wind, temperature, 
water content and turbulence fields in the atmosphere, in three dimensions and with a spatial 
resolution going down to three km (nesting). 
 
2. EM: Emissions Model. This is the subsystem where all emissions are compiled and 
organized in order to be ready to drive the chemical-transport Air Quality Model. 
 
3. AQM:  Air Quality Model.  This is the core system, using input from EM and MM in order 
to estimate 3D concentrations and 2D depositions for a complete list of substances (gas and 
particles) present in the atmosphere, taking into account the full system of chemical reactions and 
physical processes that can occur. 
 
The Air quality system has been configured for the simulation of meso-scale meteorological flows 
over the over the Noord-Brabant province. 
 

MM: meteorological model 
 
As presented in Fig. 5, the meso-scale meteorological simulations over Noord-Brabant province 
area, must start from a very large outer geographical domain, and proceed through the use of nested 
(Deliverable 5.1) domains down to the scale for which dispersion modelling can be efficiently 
applied. 
 
Both the initialization conditions and the boundary conditions for a meso-scale simulation must be 
provided by a global scale model (covering the entire globe). The NCEP in the U.S.A. (National 
Center for Environmental Prediction) daily provides 10 days of forecast free of charge the ftp 
connections to download sites, where data from the global model are available. The resolution is in 
1 degrees (about one grid cell every 100km), so that nested models must go from that resolution 
down to 3 km resolution. 
 
It has been decided to nest the WRF model to a final resolution of 3 km. Even if the model doesn’t 
run on 2-way nesting mode (Deliverable 5.1), a classical ratio of 3 is defined between each domain.  
 
The Noord Brabant province domains are specified in Table 3 and Fig. 5, and the time step and 
domains were chosen according to the usual practice at Aria Technology for mid-latitude 
simulations. The time step in seconds was taken typically as 6 times the horizontal resolution in 
kilometers. This is a recommended value given by the WRF developer (NCAR) 
 
In the domain denomination: 
 
• LS stands for Large Scale,   
• RS stands for Regional Scale 
• LcS stands for Local Scale 
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Table 3. Computational domains covered the Noord Brabant Province 

Domain Number of points Resolution Domain size Time step 

LS 55* 55 27 km ~1500 km * ~1500km 120 seconds 

RS 55*55 9 km ~500 km * ~500 km 40 seconds 

LcS 73*55 3 km 219 km * 165 km 13 seconds 

 
 

1

Large scale domain (LS):

Nx=55; Ny=55; Dx=Dy=27 km

Local scale domain 
(LcS):

Nx=73; Ny=55

Dx=Dy=3 km

Regional scale 
domain (RS):

Nx=55; Ny=55 
Dx=Dy=9 km

« standard » 
configuration based on 
our knowledge of 
meteorological 
application over middle 
latitude areas.

 

Fig. 5. WRF domains covered Noord Brabant province. 

 
WRF comes with 51 vertical levels as recommended by NOAA. The standard vertical distribution 
given by the NCAR has 37 layers and mainly dedicated to meteorological application. The NOAA 
vertical grid adds many layers in the boundary layer (from ground au 2000m in the middle latitude) 
which is critical for Air quality application. This parameter is likely to impact all of the results, as it 
has an influence on the numerical stability as well as the vertical heat exchanges from the ground to 
the atmosphere. Both the Digital Terrain Model (DTM) and the land-use characteristics were 
extracted from the USGS-based database used by WRF, without specific refinements or 
corrections. This choice is probably sufficient for topography and land use, considering that we 
only reach a relatively low resolution (3 km). Finally, the implementation has been done with 
“default” parameterization as given by the NCAR. This set is supposed to work best in most of the 
cases for site in the middle latitude. 
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EM: Emissions model 
 
This section gives an overview of the emission Inventory Implemented in the LENVIS case study.  
 
The operation of AQM requires an emission inventory at the Large Scale (LS) and Regional scale 
which must be derived (if possible) from internationally approved databases.  
 
Over Europe, the UNECE/EMEP continental emissions inventory gives you access to national 
total, sector and gridded emissions for the listed areas, years, pollutants/activity classes and 
total/sector categories. Several different types of data sets can be accessed: To fuel the AQM model 
the Emissions used in EMEP models are taken into account. In the EM model only Main Pollutants 
(the main acidifying and eutrophying pollutants) and PM (PM10, PM2.5, TSP) are used.  
 
For the local scale domain, data from The Netherlands Pollutant Release & Transfer Register have 
been used. The register contains the yearly releases (emissions) of the most important pollutants in 
the Netherlands. The database is accessible through a public website, www.emissieregistratie.nl. 
The yearly releases on a 5 by 5 km grid from 2008 have been n downloaded. Yearly emissions of 
the main pollutants for each sector (e.g. Transport, Agriculture, etc) are given. These sectors have 
been translated to SNAP code with standard time modulation estimation. 
 

AQM: Air quality model 
 
As detailed in the Deliverable 5.2, the AQM is based on the CHIMERE chemical- transport model. 
It is treating the main physical processes, considering the following challenges: 
 
• Describing properly the transport (advection and diffusion) in and above the boundary layer up 

to 500 Hpa. CHIMERE does not contain any meteorological driver. The physical properties of 
the atmosphere are provided in this case by the WRF meteorological model (MM). 

• Take into account the influence of solar radiation on the chemical reactions (Gas-phase and 
aqueous) taking place in the lower atmosphere, 

• Represent the contrasting effects of two main groups of emitted pollutants (VOCs and NOx) in 
the dynamics of atmospheric chemistry and ozone production, 

• Represent aerosols physical processes: Nucleation; condensation/evaporation, coagulation, 
aqueous chemistry. 

• Estimate the natural emissions of COV from Biosphere and aerosols (dust) due to wind 
erosion. 

• Represent correctly all the removal processes: depositions dry and wet (in-cloud and sub-cloud 
scavenging, sedimentation. 

 

Model result Presentation 
 
The MM, EM and AQM model run daily and produce 48-hour forecasts. The results are presented 
in maps, and the user can localise by zooming and scrolling the map, and the user can customise 
forecast period, forecast horizon, variables to display and type of animation. 3-D visualisation with 
topography in Google maps, allows for showing intuitive animations that allows professional and 
public users to see an upcoming episode of SMOG developing (Fig. 6, Fig. 7). 
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Fig. 6. Meteorological modelling for air quality in the province of Noord Brabant. Wind speed. Open 
layer feature. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Emission modelling for air quality in the province of Noord Brabant. Nitrous oxide emissions 
flux. Google Earth feature (Only supported by Chrome, Firefox and Internet Explorer). 
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Water quantity 
 
The meteorological monitoring and predictions information is used in a water-balance model and 
groundwater prediction model (SIMGRO) for the Netherlands. The results are available in lenvis 
portal gadgets through lenvis web services. Localisation can be done by zooming in on a map. Easy 
selection of date and time is provided (Fig. 8). 
 
The SIMGRO prediction results can also be plotted in time series graphs (Fig. 9). Professional 
users like regional water managers and farmers can follow the ground water level developments in 
their region to assess critically low or high levels in time and take appropriate actions, or use the 
information in negotiations about water resources allocation. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Water-balance model. 

 

 
Fig. 9. SIMGRO water-balance, ground water level modelling. 
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3.4. Web- applications 
 
 

Water quality 
 
For bathing water quality of freshwater lakes in the province of Noord-Brabant a dedicated website 
has been developed that focuses on communication with and from the public users visiting these 
recreational lakes in the summer months. 
 
The website has been designed with a simple overview with a clear lay-out for users to intuitively 
understand the purpose of the website and find the lakes in their neighbourhood through a map with 
clear icons. Mouse-over shows labels with the names of the lakes. When clicking on a particular 
lake, a tabulated pop-up shows up-to-date information on health risk warning or closures of the 
lake, water temperature, EU classification of the quality of the lake, more general touristic 
information, such us the location of bathing area for small children and restaurant and sanitary 
facilities, and address and directions on the third tab, with direct links to Google map directions and 
Dutch public transport sites (Fig. 10). 
 
When clicking on the up-to-date bathing water qualification icon, a pop-up appears with 
explanation of what are the grounds for the qualification and three main indicators shown (Fig. 11). 
A link is provided for more information for professional users and public users that are interested in 
looking at the up-to-date sample data. This will direct the user to a graph showing the measuring 
points for a number of variables (see Fig. 4 on data streaming). 
 
Users can visit this website to check current conditions in lakes in their neighbourhood or in the 
area where they will be for holidays.  
 

 
Fig. 10. Bathing water quality and health alert website. 
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Fig. 11. Explanation of up-to-date bathing water classification, and graphical representation of three 
main parameters (Bacteria, visibility, and Blue Algae), for a particular lake. 

 
 

3.5. Mobile phone applications  
 

Air quality  
 
The air quality model prediction results can also be accessed for viewing by mobile phone. 
Dedicated menu’s for easy access have been developed (Fig. 12) for Google Android and I-phone 
platforms. 
 
 

 
Fig. 12. Air quality model results. 
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Water quantity 
 
The water-balance model results are next to the lenvis portal also accessible by mobile phone 
application in windows mobile (Fig. 13). 
 

Fig. 13. Water-balance model results. 

 

Water quality 
 
The up to date water quality information of recreational lakes in the Province of Noord-Brabant can 
also accessed by Google Android. In addition this dedicated application includes structured and un-
structured user feedback functionalities. Public users can provide text comments about their 
experiences on the bathing visit, and professional users can provide numerical measurements or 
indicators. Both feedbacks will appear on the application graphs and unstructured user-feedback 
overview. 
 
A special application has been developed using layer technology on Google Android phone. Using 
the GPS and compass localisation functionalities, users can point their phone and see on a radar the 
nearby recreational lakes and their present condition (open or closed, good or bad water quality). 
Through the integrated Google maps directions, it is easy to select a particular lake and use the 
phone as navigation device driving or walking towards the lake (Fig. 14). 
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Fig. 14. Layer mobile phone application bathing water quality Noord Brabant. 

 
 

3.6. Lenvis portal 
 
The applications described above can be combined in the lenvis portal to make a user defined home 
page or a user defined domain page. Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 show examples of an air quality page and 
water page for the Netherlands. For the air quality page the air quality overview gadget is selected 
to allow identification of the available air quality model spatial domains (e.g. Netherlands and 
Italy). Next to it the real-time meteorological forecast for the Province of Noord-Brabant is shown. 
 
For Water the bathing water quality and general information map is shown as a web-part, together 
for with the ensemble precipitation prediction for the coming days, and the water-balance 
prediction for the Netherlands. This provides an instant overview of relevant regional water 
conditions for water professionals. 
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Fig. 15. User customisation of Air quality domain lenvis portal gadget. 

 
Fig. 16. User customisation of Water quality domain lenvis portal gadget for Dutch case study. 
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4. User validation 
 
 

4.1. Evaluation strategy 
 
The first stage in user evaluation in the Netherlands is the continuous user involvement and 
feedback combined in inter-active development of the case-study application products. In this stage 
in the Netherlands mainly professional users have been involved from provinces, water boards, 
national health, environment and water organisations, and consultancy bureaus. As of April 2010 
this evaluation was mainly done through face to face meetings. The application product in 
development would be presented and hands-on tested by the users present, and feedback would be 
given and discussed, including ways of implementing suggested changes or additions.  
 
In addition to these face to face meetings, users have been asked to give a more formal evaluation 
and feed-back on intermediate products through e-mail. It was chosen to use plain e-mail (e.g. 
instead of structured forms) in this stage to keep the threshold for response as low as possible and 
to be open for unexpected input from the users. 
 
The third major source of feedback was the lenvis mid-term seminar, September 2010, during 
which a large group of various users received demonstrations and hands-on tests. 
 
The second phase focused more on public user evaluation, concentrated in clearly defined testing 
periods in the summer of 2011, both for air quality and water applications. In these testing periods 
on the one hand the dedicated users from the user platform will be engaged, and on the other hand, 
for selected application products, also existing larger web-based user platforms were approached 
for public user special interest group of runners, through www.loopmee.nl for their evaluation, 
through web-questionnaires. The basic structure of evaluation forms, also to keep coherence 
amongst the different case study countries, was already outlined in the evaluation plan D8.2, and 
has  been worked out in a generic evaluation form (see Appendix A) . 
The detailed testing activities in the Netherlands are reported in Sections 4.2 and 5, and the 
resulting user validation .is presented in chapter 5 
 
 

4.2. User validation activities 
 
Face to face user evaluation meetings have been held throughout the 2nd and 3th year (2010, 
2011). According to the evaluation plan, in particular June, July, and August have been an 
intensified user-interactive development of the bathing water quality web-application, during which 
next to face-to-face meetings also e-mail feedback was provided on the basis of repeated usage of 
the web-application by the users at work or home. Also Air-quality monitoring and modelling 
services have been presented to and discussed with professional users of province and municipality. 
The mid-term seminar at the end of September 2010 was used to have the application products 
tested and evaluated by a wider group of users (Fig. 17). 
 
In 2011 in the Netherlands professional and non-professional users from over 7 institutions have 
provided users’ feedback at periodic meetings, and over 30 institutions have provided feedback at a 
user meeting. The professional users of all Dutch provinces have been informed and been presented 
with the bathing water quality website, and have taken it up as input for the Dutch national bathing 
water website to be developed in 2012.  
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Two of the special organized tests for the bathing water quality website have been conducted by a 
specialized consultant on end-user testing. In one of these tests (22nd of August 2011), a number of  
8 end-users were watched while working on the website. Analysis of the results of the feedback 
received has been processed and analysed in Chapter 5. An overview of the user evaluation 
meetings held is provided below ( 
Table 4). 
 
Table 4. Overview of user evaluation meetings 

Date Subject 
20 April, 
2011 

Water quantity professional meeting with Municipality of Zuidhorn and Kollumerland 

22 April 
2010 

Dutch water quality professional user meeting 

26-April-
2010 

Dutch Air professional  user meeting 

25 May 
2010 

Dutch water quality professional user meeting 

June, 1 Muncipalities Hillegom and Lisse 
15 June 
2010 

Dutch Air professional  user meeting 

29 June 
2010 

Dutch water quality professional user meeting 

21 July 
2010 

Dutch water quality professional user meeting 

31 Aug 
2010 

Dutch water quality professional user meeting 

2 Sept 
2010 

Water quantity meeting with Water board Vallei en Eem, municipalities of Utrechtse 
Heuvelrug, Baarn, Eemnes, Woudenberg, Ede 

9 Sept 201 Water quantity meeting with municipality of Tilburg and waterboard de Dommel 
14 Sept 
2010 

Water quantity meeting with mumicipalities  Woensdracht, Halderberge, Loon op Zand, 
Geertruidenberg, Waalwijk, Rucphen, Tilburg, Werkendam 

30 Sept 
2010 

Mid-term seminar end user meeting, International and national professional and public 
users present 

24 Nov 
2010 

Water quantity meeting with mumicipalities Papendrecht, Sliedrecht, Leerhout-
Ablasserdam, Harinxveld-Giessendam, Graafstroom en waterschap Rivierenland 
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Date Subject 
25 Jan 
2011 

Professional and public Dutch air quality user meeting 

30 March 
2011 

Professional user preparatory meeting air and water quality (IHE, PNB-air, PNB-water)  

17 May Professional user preparatory meeting air and water quality (IHE, PNB-air, PNB-water) 
June, July, 
August, 
Sept 

Test period of up-to-date provison of water quality data from water boards to lenvis water 
quality website. Regular (1-2 weeks) phone meetings (Brabantse delta, de Dommel, Aa en 
Maas) 

27 June Face to Face professional user meeting bathing water quality  
8 July Start testing with professional user, PNB, keeping bathing water website up-to-date, regular 

testing ~2-weekly, e-mail and phone feedback 
8 July Start online questionnaire for professional users air quality. 
8 July Start and announcement public user testing air quality app on www.loopmee.nl 
28 July Professional user interviews air quality: Municipality of Eindhoven  
5 August Start online questionnaire for professional users bathing water quality website 
15 August Online questionnaire professional user bathing water website PNB 
16 August Phone interview and online questionnaire professional user bathing water quality. 

Waterboard de Dommel 
22 August User test public users professional bureau Content Kings, including questionnaire 
  
26 August Phone interview and online questionnaire professional user bathing water quality. 

Waterboard Brabantse Delta 
28 August Online questionnaire and e-mail feedback professional user bathing water website PNB 
30 August Phone interview, e-mail feedback and online questionnaire professional user bathing water 

quality. Waterboard Aa en Maas 
2 
September 

User test public users field visit and interviews professional bureau Content Kings 

12 
September 

Face to face user meeting profesionnal users bathing water quality 
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Fig. 17. Photos made during the hands-on user testing of mobile phone application at the lenvis mid-
term seminar in Delft, September 2010. At the end of the pavilion demonstration sessions, the received 
feedback was summarised and discussed. 

 
Details of the meetings of the final testing periods in June/July/August/September 2011 are as follows: 

 

User meetings in June 
 

• 6 June: professional users, water-health:   
Participants: 5 users from 2 organisations (Dommel and Aa en Maas): 

o Frans Luers (Dommel) 
o Edwin van Vucht (Dommel) 
o Martijn van Bent (Aa en Maas) 
o Hanneke van Zuilichem (Aa en Maas) 
o Toon de Rouw (Dommel) 

• 27 June: professional users, water-health:  
Participants: 6 users from 3 organisations (Arcadis, PNB, Aa en Maas): 

o Reijer Hoitink (Arcadis) 
o Wilco de Bruijne (Arcadis) 
o Bart Jansen (PNB) 
o Matthijs ten Harkel (PNB) 
o Henk Tamerus (PNB) 
o Hanneke van Zuilichem (Aa en Maas) 

• During June there was 2-weekly e-mail and phone exchange professional users, water-
health 
Participants: 3 users, 3 organisations (Dommel, Aa en Maas and PNB) 

o Frans Luers (Dommel) 
o Hanneke van Zuilichem (Aa en Maas) 
o Bart Jansen (PNB) 
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o Matthijs ten Harkel (PNB) 
• During June there was 2-weekly e-mail and phone exchange with public users, air-healh: 

o Participants: 2 users, 1 organisation (loopmee.nl) 
 Jans Mulder  
 Joyce Thissen  

User meetings in July  
 

• 7 July: public user, water-health,  
o Participants: 1 user, 1 organisation 

• During July there was 2- weekly e-mail and phone exchange with professional users, 
water-health,  

o Participants: 5 users, 4 organisations 
• During July there was 2-weekly e-mail and phone exchange public and professional users, 

air-health,  
o Participants: 5 users, 3 organisations 

• July 2-weekly testing: professional users, water-health,  
o Participants:5 users, 4 organisations 

• July 2-weekly testing: public and professional users, air-health 
o Participants: 5 users, 3 organisations  

• 28 July: professional users, air-health, Evaluate/update weekly testing 
o Participants: 2 users, 1 organisation,  

 

User meetings in August 
 

• August first week: e-mail/skype meeting, professional users, water-health, evaluate/update 
weekly tests 

• August first week: e-mail/skype evaluate, public users, air-health, evaluate/update weekly 
testing 

• 22 August: public users, water-health, usability test,  
o Participants: 8 individuals 

• August 2-weekly testing: public and professional users, air-health,  
o Participants: 5 users, 3 organisations + individuals 

• August 2-weekly testing: professional users, water-health, 
o Participants:  5 users 4 organisations 

 

User meetings in September 
 

• 2 - September: public users, water - health, field visit tests to 4 bathing water sites,  
o Participants: 12 users 

• 12 September: professional users, water-health, final test day/evaluation,  
o Participants: 8 users 

• 28-29 November: Final test/evaluation at international symposium Lenvis, IHE 

 

4.3. Further testing activities 
Testing of the air quality applications will be finalised by a professional evaluation company in 
October and at the final lenvis symposium (28 and 29 November 2011). 
The waterquantity and water quality applications will also be discussed in a round-up evaluation 
during the lenvis final symposium (29 November 2011)  
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Testing of the lenvis portal will be finalised with a professional user evalutation company in 
October  and at the final lenvis symposium 28 and 29 November. 
  
 

5. User validation results 
 
 

5.1. Indicators 
 
The user feedback has been gathered up during the several contacts and meetings with users, with 
their continuous feedback, and by questionnaires as described in D8.2. Results obtained from these 
investigations are analysed based on the following 5 indicators. It is specified in the following 
bullets on which criteria, for the water and air quality application products these indicators have 
been assessed (taking the criteria from D8.2). 
 
• Indicators used on Air quality application product web-based portal gadget: 

1-System quality (Eas of use, System flexibility)  
           2- Information use (Motavation to use) 

3- Information quality (Accuracy) 
4- User satisfaction (Overall satisfaction)  
5- Individual impact (Information understanding) 

• Indicators used on Air quality application product i-phone app: 
1-System quality (Eas of use, System flexibility)  

           2- Information use (Motavation to use) 
3- Information quality (Accuracy) 
4- User satisfaction (Overall satisfaction)  
5- Individual impact (Information understanding) 

• Indicators used on Bathing water qaulity website application product, professional users: 
1-System quality (Eas of use, System flexibility)  

           2- Information use (Use for intended purpose) 
3- Information quality (Accuracy) 
4- User satisfaction (Overall satisfaction)  
5- Individual impact (Information understanding) 

• Indicators used on Bathing water qaulity website application product, public users: 
1-System quality (Eas of use)  

           2- Information use (Voluntariness of use, Motivation of use) 
3- Information quality (Understandibility, clarity) 
4- User satisfaction (Overall satisfaction)  
5- Individual impact (Information understanding, Decission effectiveness) 

 
 

5.2. Air quality application products 
The Meteorological modelling, Emissions modelling, and Air quality modelling have been 
combined in a lenvis portal gadget and an i-phone mobile phone application. The air quality 
prediction has been linked to health warnings by adopting the warning threshold as adopted by the 
Dutch national institute for health and the environment (RIVM). The professional users and public 
users that have been evaluating the application products, were also most interested in the air quality 
predictions. 
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The air quality modelling and representation services function well. After the first rounds of 
feedback in 2010 time series representation services were included (first only maps were 
presented). Detailed feedback about the maps was received, and in responsse 3-D effect has been 
included through use of google earth. Other feedback referred to the wish to have more detailed 
predictions, because the first modelling products for the Netherlands were based on publicly 
available data. Still with public data, the spatial resolution has been increased to 3x3 km grid. 
 
Feedback received valued the ability in the applications to easy zoom in to the user area of interest 
and to be able to point or type a location for which to graph the time series. The navigation through 
time steps, animations, is easy to use. 
 
Whereas the timeseries graphs were considered clear, the colour coding of the classes receives 
different feedback from different users. Some users would like to have more classes to a more 
detailed image of the situation, while other users found that there were too many colour classes, 
making it difficult to discern. Also it was pointed out that it was not clear how the informaton 
linked to potential health warnings. Therefore an update was made of the applications, using fewer 
colour classes, but taking red colour for concentrations above the highest thresholds applied in the 
Netherlands, etc. 
 
Also some kind of explanation of the working of the applications was requested.  
 
Speed of, in particular the i-phone application, would be good to further enhance. Also 
compatibility with google android phones has been requested.   
Special interest groups runners have evaluated the air quality application products as positive. 
Some do think this kind of information in this kind of application will more and more be used in 
the runners community. The applications have already been widely announced on the runners 
website: www.loopmee.nl. 
 
The quantitative results of the user feedback is shown in the spider diagrams below.  
 
The air quality portal gadget scores high in system quality and user satisfaction, while information 
use is scoring low. The Information Use relatively low score is due to the fact that some runners 
have indicated that this information would not influence their running schedule much, because their 
busy schedule does not allow for really planning the best moment. It is more a metter of taking the 
opportunity to rune, when it comes. The individual impact still scores high, because the meaning  
of the  infortion is clear to most users. 
 
The i-phone app, in general scores a bit less, but still good. The individual impact is low, which is 
mainly due to that the information presented was not clear/self evident for all. 
 
Very positive response has been received from the special interest group runners. and it is therefore 
anticipated that runners are potentially a growing group of users of the air quality gadgets and apps. 
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Figure 18. Spider diagram evaluation air quality portal gadget 
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Figure 19. Spider diagram evaluation air quality i-phone app 

 
 
 

5.3. Water quantity portal gadgets 
 
The water quantity (including meteorology) lenvis portal gadgets comprise of the EPS Ensemble 
Prediction System gadget, theMeteorological monitoring gadget, Water balance gadget, 
Groundwater model gadget, Mobile phone app waterbalance. These applications have been 
evaluated in frequent meetings and telephone conferences with different water boards and 
municipalities. 
 
Feedback pointed out that the applications should be customised to the potential users. Preferably 
to gadgets could be integrally linked, e.g. in the lenvis portal.Different target groups (for example a 
water board and a municipalities) are interested in gadgets on a different scale.  
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There should be a diversity of gadgets available in the portal on different scales. 
The best available data sources should be used in the gadgets. 
 
In the first meteorological information was provided as an embedded map of the Netherlands. 
Feedback received to this information was that it was not localised enough. Preferred option would 
be to have a zoomed-in map at the provincial level, having the service remember the zoom-level 
and location as set by the last visit of the user. 
 
 

5.4. Bathing water quality website  
Localisation and display of up-to-date bathing water quality data. 
For the presentation of up-to-date bathing water quality sampling data, feedback included different 
levels of detail. On a generic level, a critical note was put that for public users to be confronted 
after one click with technical water quality parameter values in a graph would be too much detail. 
This is because in the early stages of development of the web-application, the up-to-date sample 
data was directly linked to from warning icons on a Google-map.  
 
On a higher level of detail it was debated which variables should be shown, and which not. The 
type of graphs was also discussed. As bathing water quality samples are taken monthly or two-
weekly, continuous graphs are not a proper representation. Point graphs or bar graphs are to be 
prepared. 
  
For the bathing water health warnings it was discussed that this should not be done only 
automatically, because measurement errors cannot all be automatically detected, and interpretation 
by human experts is needed. Also the clear responsibility structure and information flow from 
laboratory, to water board, to province needs to be adhered to by the warning system. Always, the 
province has the responsibility to issue a warning, or to temporarily close a bathing-water.  
 
 
Bathing water quality and health alert website 
The way bathing water information was originally presented together with the other bathing water 
applications in a too busy web-application. In inter-active development this has been changed and 
the latest version, following national and European developments in design of communication 
signs for recreational bathing waters, is positively received.  
 
Further improvements could be made in clear navigability, e.g. some links it is not clear that they 
are linkable, and date stamps should be added also to the health warnings and temperature indicator 
at the main pop-up, because it is very important for visitors to know from when the last update is.  
 
The professional users received of the province and waterboard responded positive to the way the 
lenvis matches to their current practices of keeping the bathing water quality data on the website up 
to date. The content management table allows the responsible province to select which data is 
approved for publishing, to give health warnings and to explain it in short texts on the website. 
Focus could still be on data quality checks of the website.  
 
The tests by ContentKings evaluation bureau have resulted in rich, very detailed feedback on the 
functionality of the website, e.g. easy of use, and easy of understanding of the information. For 
example clear improvements for navigation were identified (see Fig 20).  
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Fig 20. Feedback points from public users during video observation 
  
Also comments about the content that is provided was given. This proved valuable information as 
surprised came up, e.g. that while all the professional users thought that water temperature would 
be a concern for swimming in the Netherlands, the public users indicated that temperature was not 
that interesting and does not have to be shown on a first pop-up when clicking on a lake. 
 
 
Android mobile phone app water quality 
The Android mobile phone applications were positively received. A user friendliness test was done 
to see whether the application could be used intuitively without the need of explanation or user 
guide. This test had positive result. Critical feedback was done toward the poor readability of part 
of the information, and a good point was made that dedicated mobile phone applications should use 
unique mobile phone functionalities, such as GPS, because otherwise compatible web-applications 
are sufficient in a society where increasingly mobile phones have good web-browsing facilities. 
The structured and unstructured mobile phone feedback applications were considered very useful. 
Technically it was suggested to show more clearly whether the feedback was submitted and 
received successfully or not (yet), e.g. progress indicators. Also the Android 1 phone's touch screen 
was not easy to use directly by a number of the users. This is considered normal, and users soon 
adapt after having used their own smart-phone for a while.  
 
Questionnaires have been put forward to professional and public users to quantify their evaluation 
of the bathing water website. This has resulted in the spider diagrams of fig 21 and fig 22. Both 
professional users and public users give generally high scores. The low minimum score for 
professional users on the information quality indicates that these kind of automatic environmental 
and health information systems have a challenge in keeping all the data accurate. The high scores 
given by the public users, e.g. for system quality and user satisfacitions, is very positive.  
 
Overall the bathing water quality application products have received positive evaluation. The 
professional users of the bathing water quality will use the lenvis developments as input for the 
development of  a national bathing water website. The public users have in particular praised the 
clarity of the website and the speed at which it functioned.   
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Figure 21. Spider diagram evaluation bathing water quality website: professional users 
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Figure 22. Spider diagram evaluation Bathing water quality website: public users 

 
 

 

 

5.5. Lenvis portal 
The lenvis portal has been evaluated in the Netherlands in a series of meetings with municipalities 
with a focus on water quantity gadgets, and a meeting with professional and public special interest 
users for air quality predictions. Choice was made in these meetings not to work with 
questionnaires, but to take qualitatively the feedback for further development suggestions and ideas 
for marketing after lenvis. 
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Overall the feedback has been very positive. A first idea for further usage after the project finish 
has already been suggested by  the municipality of Waalwijk to use the portal as a platform for the 
neighboring municipalities to work together. 
 
The outcomes were the lenvis portal  should offer a possibility to download the data of interest in 
different formats (for example: excel, text, csv) and on different time intervals (minute, hour, day, 
month, year). Downloading in different presentation forms, e.g. animations, has also been 
suggested. 
 
The Lenvis portal will be used by professionals as input for model simulations or for analyzing the 
data. The portal therefore should offer a possibility to download the data of interest in different 
formats (for example: excel, text, csv) and on different time intervals (minute, hour, day, month, 
year). Thereby, the option to download the data in different graphical ways, like a graph or 
animation, is very appealing. 
 
It has been positive received that the portal is providing Software as a Service (SaaS). This means 
that the portal is available through the internet and that the data is locally stored on a server from 
the provider. 
 
The results of the interviews during meetings and conference calls show that it is preffered to have 
a personal account where you can upload the gadgets that you find interesting. 
 
Research shows that the potential target user group will hesitate to invest in a new product. The 
potential user will verify by a user if the product is needed and useful. 
 
The results showed that the most important success factor for the Lenvis Portal are user 
friendliness, a good performance, helpdesk functionality and interesting gadgets that are adjusted to 
de needs and wishes of the potential end-users.  

 
 

5.6. Lenvis overall 
 
In addition to the detailed, and case specific, feedback described above, during the mid-term 
seminar of September 2010 also important feedback to the lenvis developments as a whole were 
provided. These have been summarised in the bulleted list below (see WP9 D9.5 Report of the mid-
term seminar): 
 
• Overall the portal and the demonstrated gadgets are covering the three domains and case 

studies.  
• Communication possibilities between gadgets in the portal could be increased more in potential 

follow-ups and exploitation after lenvis. 
• . 
• While the portal is already customisable in the choice of gadgets to activate, it would add to the 

customisability if also the size of the frames could be varied by the user. 
• For exploitation after lenvis when developing gadgets for  the portal care should be taken that 

while it is kept as simple as possible fit in a limited sized i-frame, still all the necessary 
information is included (e.g. legends, units, etc.). 

• With the choice of development of Mobile Phone applications, the increasing availability of 
good web-browsing functionalities on mobile phones should be taken into account. With this 
development the added value of general mobile phone applications becomes less apparent, 
while the added value of applications that explicitly make use of unique mobile phone 
functionalities, such as GPS for localisation, becomes all the more clear.  
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• While lenvis should remain its innovative character through research and development towards 
a range of environmental and health information services, care should be taken that the 
products should remain sufficiently simple, self-explanatory, selectable and functioning 
reliably, for the users.  

• Preferably every service that communicates to or with public users and may be of interest to 
international users, should be both in the local language and in English to maximise the 
potential use of the service. 

 
 

6. Discussion and Conclusion 
 

6.1. Commenalities and differences in user evaluation results amongst 
the products 

 
When comparing the outcomes of the air quality - health evaluation with the water-health 
evaluation for the Netherlands the feedback for improvement of the air quality applications 
focussed mostly on individual impact and information use, whereas the feedback for improvement 
of the water quality applications focussed mostly on ensuring the quality of the data provided. The 
concern of personal impact of the air quality applications can be targeted by further increasing the 
spatial resolution, so the localisation, of the air quality prodictions. The feedback with respect to 
the data quality has been taken up by the inclusion of an easy to use website and quality assurance 
system of the bathing water quality website for the responsible governmental organisation, the 
Province of Noord Brabant. 
 

6.2. Discussion of the user validation strategy and activities 
The user validations strategy with first interactive user feedback and application development, 
followed by testing activities in the last year of the project worked out positively in the 
Netherlands.  It is clearly experienced that user approach worded best face to face or by phone 
interviews/meetings, e.g. with direct contact. The approach have users do regular tests online, 
without active direct contact added is not working. Better than online tests, works asking for 
unstructured e-mail feedback. The combination with evaluation by a professional company, with its 
own user platforms worked very well and efficient in the Netherlands. It results in a wider end user 
feedback perspective.  
 

6.3. Overall conclusion 
Overall both the water and air domain lenvis application products have been positively evaluated 
with a potential for furhter marketing and exploitation beyond lenvis. The latest is exemplified by 
explicit initiatives, such as the development of the national bathing water quality website, the active 
involvement of the national runners website www.loopmee.nl, and the uptake of lenvis 
technologies in application products for water quantity in municipalities. 
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Appendix A Generic lenvis-user evaluation survey 
 
 
Project lenvis 
Work Package 8 
 
Dear Addressee, 
 
This letter with questionnaire is intended to receive your input on how the lenvis information 
system in development fulfils your needs.  
 
We kindly ask you to evaluate the part of the lenvis system, which can be found at: 
<< provide url here >> 
 
This is...<<provide description of lenvis parts you want the addressee to evaluate>> 
 
We thank you in advance for filling out this form and are looking forward to receiving your 
response before <<provide date>>. Please return the form by e-mail to <<provide e-mail address 
here>> or if you prefer to send a hardcopy, you can use the following address: 
 
<<provide address here>> 
 
Best regards, 
<<provide your and colleagues names + organisation>> , for Workpackage 8 in LENVIS 
 
 
 
 
 
-------- 
*www.lenvis.eu 
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User Evaluation Survey 
 
Date: __ / __ / __ 
Name: ___________________________________  
Note: your name is needed only to combine the information you provide during the project time; 
your answers will be processed anonymously. 
 
 
<<user profile, only to be kept in the form for new users. From existing users this information is 
already known>> 
 
I. User profile – Personal profile 
 
1. Age: ____ years 
2. Sex: Female / Male 
3. Country in which you live: _______________ 
4. Highest educational degree that you earned: 

o Higher vocational education 
o Bachelor’s degree 
o University master’s degree 
o PhD 

5. Current job function: ______________ 
6. Outdoors hobbies 

a. Swimm 
b. Surf 
c. Biking 
d. Walking 
e. Running 
f. Football 
g. Other(please specify):__________ 

 
7. What type of environmental and health information do you use in your work or free time? (e.g. 
weather forecast, water temperature, wind, smog, etc) 
 
8. Why do you use this information? 
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9. Is the structure of the application clear from the beginning (intuitively)? Please select the answer: 

a. Strongly disagree 
b. Disagree 
c. Neutral 
d. Agree 
e. Strongly agree 

 
 

10. Is the application stable and easy to get information from it (please re-visit the application 
several times to check this)? 
 

a. Strongly disagree 
b. Disagree 
c. Neutral 
d. Agree 
e. Strongly agree 

 
 
11. Please specify what type of information you find most usefull in the aplication? 

a. Maps 
b. Graphs 
c. Text messages from phones 
d. Other:... 

 
 
12. Is the information in the application up to date? 

a. Strongly disagree 
b. Disagree 
c. Neutral 
d. Agree 
e. Strongly agree 

 
 

13. Is the information in the application usefull for you? 
a. Strongly disagree 
b. Disagree 
c. Neutral 
d. Agree 
e. Strongly agree 

II.  Questions about the application 
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14. Does the application allow for easy reporting, from your side, on information you want to 
share? 

a. Strongly disagree 
b. Disagree 
c. Neutral 
d. Agree 
e. Strongly agree 

 
 
<<Examples of case study or application specific question, schange these accordingly>> 
 
15. Can information be used for prediction of bathing water quality, in your work? 

a. Strongly disagree 
b. Disagree 
c. Neutral 
d. Agree 
e. Strongly agree 

 
 
16. Would you recommend lenvis information on bathing water to other colleagues for their work: 

a. Strongly disagree 
b. Disagree 
c. Neutral 
d. Agree 
e. Strongly agree 

 
 
17. Would you recommend lenvis information on bathing water to friends, as information for their 
leisure activities: 

a. Strongly disagree 
b. Disagree 
c. Neutral 
d. Agree 
e. Strongly agree 

 
 
18. What would you like to see, extra, as information or functionality?  Please specify 
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19. Could you please give your feed back on any other issue that this questionnaire did not raise.   
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Appendix B Online short questionnaire 
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Appendix C Lenvis users present on Lenvis meetings in Netherlands 
 
 
Institution Person contact Web site 
Province of Noord 
Brabant 
(4 representatives) 

Matthijs ten 
Harkel 

mtharkel@brabant.nl www.brabant.nl 

Edwin Weijtmans EWeijtmans@brabant.nl 

Bart Jansen BJansen@brabant.nl 

Martin van der 
Steen 

MvdSteen@brabant.nl

Running 
association 
(2 representatives) 

Joyce Thissen 
info@loopmee.nl 

www.loopmee.nl 
Jans Mulder 

Biking association 
(1 representative) 

Gerrit Pruim fietsen@fietsen.123.nl www.fietsen123.nl 

Swimming 
association: 
Netherlands Open 
Water Web 
(1 representative) 

Richard Broer richard.broer@noww.nl www.noww.nl 

Ministry of Water 
Resources 
Rijkswaterstaat 
(1 representative) 

Hans Ruiter hans.ruiter@rws.nl www.rijkswaterstaat.nl 

Province of 
Zeeland 
(1 representative) 

Michiel Bil ma.bil@zeeland.nl Provincie.zeeland.nl 

National health 
and environment 
organisation: 
RIVM 
(2 representatives) 

Hans Berkhout Hans.Berkhout@rivm.nl www.rivm.nl 

Derko Drukker Derko.Drukker@rivm.nl

National 
Meteorological 
Agency: KNMI 
(2 representatives) 

Frank Lantsheer Frank.Lantsheer@knmi.nl www.knmi.nl 

Martijn de Ruijter martijn.de.ruijter@knmi.nl 

National public 
user panel; Smart 
Agent 
(x- number users 
depending on test) 

Matthijs Wolters wolters@smartagent.nl www.smartagent.nl 

PNB user panel 
for website 
evaluation: 
ContentKings 
(x- number users 
depending on test) 

Martijn van der 
Heijden 

 www.contentkings.nl 

Water board 
Brabantse Delta 
(3 representatives) 

Martin Stamhuis m.stamhuis@brabantsedelta.nl www.brabantsedelta.nl 
Jaap Oosthoek j.oosthoek@brabantsedelta.nl 
Rutger van 
Ouwerkerk 

r.van.ouwerkerk@brabantsedelta.nl

Water board Aa 
en Maas 
(2 representatives) 

Hanneke van 
Zuilichem 

hvanzuilichem@aaenmaas.nl www.aaenmaas.nl 

Joost van der Pol jvanderpol@aaenmaas.nl
Water board de 
Dommel 
(2 representatives) 

Frans Lüers fluers@dommel.nl www.dommel.nl 
Colette van de 
Elshout 

cvdelshout@dommel.nl

Waterboards in A. Bouman a.bouman@wsrl.nl _ 
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Province of 
Noord-Brabant 
(1 representative) 
Water board 
Scheldestromen 
(1 representative) 

via Michiel Bil  www.scheldestromen.nl 

Municipality of 
Eindhoven 
(2 representatives) 

Gerard van 
Mulken 
Sandra van der 
Sterren 

g.van.mulken@eindhoven.nl  
s.vd.sterren@eindhoven.nl 

www.eindhoven.nl 

Municipality of 
Bergen op Zoom 
(1 representative) 

Tiny Arts M.J.C.M.Arts@bergenopzoom.nl www.bergenopzoom.nl 

Regional and 
local health 
organisations: 
GGD(e.g. 
Eindhoven) 
(2 representatives)  

Natasja van Riet 
Jennie Odink 

n.van.riet@ggd-bureauGMV.nl 
odinkj@ggd.rotterdam.nl 

www.ggd.nl 

Industry: Royal 
Haskoning 
(1 representative) 

Hans van Poppel h.vanpoppel@royalhaskoning.com www.royalhaskoning.com 

Industry SME: 
iDelft BV 
(1 representative) 

Erik Vriend erik.vriend@idelft.nl www.idelft.nl 

Industry 
AeroVision BV 
(1 representative) 

Tamme van der 
Wal 

tamme.vanderwal@aerovision.nl www.aerovision.nl 

Related National 
project: Atlas 
Leefomgeving 
(2 representatives) 

David van den 
Burg 
Caroline van de 
Veerdonk 

david.vandenburg@ambientadvies.nl 
Caroline.van.de.Veerdonk@rivm.nl 

www.atlasinfo.nl 

Arcadis Wilco de Bruijne 
 

wilco.debruijne@arcadis.nl 
r.j.hoijtink@arcadis.nl 

 

HKV Abe Klaas de Jong a.k.de.jong@hkv.nl  

Students 
UNESCO-IHE 
(3 representatives) 

Adrian Almoradie 
Vladimir Moya 
Leonardo Alfonso 
Khan 

 www.unesco-ihe.org 
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